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St Johns Park Public School - Year 5, Term 4, Week 1 

 

                 Monday Tuesday              Wednesday Thursday Friday 

 
Morning 

 
 

Public Holiday 
 
 

FITNESS: 
 

•  15 crunches 
•  30 side scissors 
•  15 leg raises 
•  30 shoulder blasts. (15 

    forward/15 backward). Hold  
    your arms straight out to the 
    sides. Make arm circles 
    forward. Reverse direction  
    and make arm circles 
    backward. Start with smaller 
   circles, then gradually larger  
   circles. 

Repeat these steps 3 times 
 

ENGLISH: 
 
Reading & Viewing 

In the next few weeks, we will 
be exploring how authors 
communicate their intended 
message or theme about how 
environments and individuals 
affect each other. 

FITNESS: 
 

•  15 crunches 
•  30 side scissors 
•  15 leg raises 
•  30 shoulder blasts. (15 

    forward/15 backward). Hold  
    your arms straight out to the 
    sides. Make arm circles 
    forward. Reverse direction  
    and make arm circles 
    backward. Start with smaller 
   circles, then gradually larger  
   circles. 

Repeat these steps 3 times 
 

ENGLISH: 
 
Reading & Viewing 

Read the extract from The 
Sound Machine by Roald Dahl. 
In this story, the Doctor and 
Klausner are talking about a 
Sound Machine Klausner has 
created. 

FITNESS: 
 

•  15 crunches 
•  30 side scissors 
•  15 leg raises 
•  30 shoulder blasts. (15 

    forward/15 backward). Hold  
    your arms straight out to the 
    sides. Make arm circles 
    forward. Reverse direction  
    and make arm circles 
    backward. Start with smaller 
   circles, then gradually larger  
   circles. 

Repeat these steps 3 times 
 

ENGLISH: 
 
Reading & Viewing 

Revisit the extract from The 
Sound Machine by Roald Dahl.  

In this text, the theme of being 
in a large world, we all want to 
feel a sense of belonging with 
everything around us is 

FITNESS: 
 

•  15 crunches 
•  30 side scissors 
•  15 leg raises 
•  30 shoulder blasts. (15 

    forward/15 backward). Hold  
    your arms straight out to the 
    sides. Make arm circles 
    forward. Reverse direction  
    and make arm circles 
    backward. Start with smaller 
   circles, then gradually larger  
   circles. 

Repeat these steps 3 times 
 

ENGLISH: 
 
Reading & Viewing 
 
Read the comic “I Know 
Everything!”  
 
Select 2 scenes from this comic 
that made you feel there was a 
sense of belonging or there was 
not a sense of belonging. 



 

 

View this video about themes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=MAu3e5GZo4k 

After viewing the video, create 
a list of 3 to 5 themes you have 
encountered in texts you have 
read in the past. 

Here is a list of common themes 
to get you started. 

https://fantasybookfanatic.com/
25-common-themes-of-
literature-outlined-in-detail/ 

This week’s focus theme is: 

In a large world, we all want 
to feel a sense of belonging 
with everything around us. 

Writing & Representing 
 
The theme of a story is often 
open to interpretation. 
Remember that a theme is 
different to a moral (lesson). 
 
e.g. Little Red Riding Hood 
Moral: You should be careful 
around strangers. 
Possible theme: The importance 
of trusting one’s inner feelings. 
A moral can be seen as advice, 
while a theme is more of an 
overarching statement or idea. 
 

Answer the following questions: 

1.       How does Roald Dahl 
describe or present 
Klausner? What kind of 
character do you think he 
is? 

2.       What is the problem 
that is happening in this 
extract? 

3.       What sounds does the 
sound machine detect?  

Writing and Representing 
 
In ‘The Sound Machine’, 
Klausner was able to hear the 
painful shrieks of the roses as 
they were being cut.  
 
Write responses to the 
following guiding questions that 
will help you identify the theme 
of the story. 
 
What did the characters learn? 
 
How did they grow and change? 
 
Why did the characters act the 
way they acted? 
 
What is different at the end of 
the story? 
 

explored. 

Highlight or underline parts of 
the text which makes you feel 
like this is true or untrue.  

For example, “Again Klausner 
heard that frightful, throatless 
shriek in the earphones” makes 
me feel like the roses are afraid 
and they simply want to live 
peacefully in Mrs Saunders 
garden.   

How do humans and the 
environment affect each other in 
this story?  

Speaking & Listening 

How do you think Klausner and 
Mrs Saunders would feel after 
realising that the roses feel pain 
after being cut? 

Do you think that both humans 
and plants have the right to live 
in peace in the real world? 

Record and post your responses 
onto Seesaw 

Writing & Representing 
Task: Continue the story, ‘The 
Sound Machine’ and 
incorporate  the theme of 
belonging in the storyline (you 
will plan today and write 
tomorrow). 

Explain your thinking about 
how the author has 
communicated this message to 
you.  
Writing & Representing 
 
Task: Continue the story, ‘The 
Sound Machine’ and 
incorporate  the theme of 
belonging in the storyline. 
 
Learning Intention: Write a 
story that incorporates the 
theme of belonging. 
 
Success Criteria: 
 

- Keep the theme of 
belonging in mind. 

 
- Refer to ideas from 

your plan. 
 

- Organise ideas into 
scenes/paragraphs. 
 

- Sequence and describe 
events that lead up to 
the characters 
developing a sense of 
belonging. 

 
Spelling 
 
Choose 5 words that you would 
like to expand your vocabulary 
knowledge on. 
     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAu3e5GZo4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MAu3e5GZo4k
https://fantasybookfanatic.com/25-common-themes-of-literature-outlined-in-detail/
https://fantasybookfanatic.com/25-common-themes-of-literature-outlined-in-detail/
https://fantasybookfanatic.com/25-common-themes-of-literature-outlined-in-detail/


 

 

Choose one story you are 
familiar with from the list: 
 

1. The Three Little Pigs 
2. Goldilocks and the 

Three Bears 
3. The Gingerbread Man 

 
For this story, answer the 
guiding questions below: 
 
What did the characters learn? 
 
How did they grow and change? 
 
Why did the characters act the 
way they acted? 
 
What is different at the end of 
the story? 
 
What idea stays with you after 
the story is over? 
 
After reviewing the answers, 
what do you think the theme of 
your chosen story is? 
 
Spelling   
Copy your words and practice 
them daily using the ‘Look, 
Cover, Write & Check’ method.  

What idea stays with you after 
the story is over? 
 
After reviewing your responses, 
what do you think the theme of 
‘The Sound Machine’ could be? 
 
Speaking and Listening 
 
A theme is a universal concept 
or idea that people should be 
able to relate to in some way. 
 
Can you make a connection 
with the theme you came up 
with for ‘The Sound Machine’? 
 
Record and post your response 
onto Seesaw. 
 
Example: Red Riding Hood. 
Theme: The importance of 
trusting one’s  inner feelings. 
Possible connection: The 
theme of trusting one’s feelings 
reminds me of how people can 
sometimes feel uncomfortable 
or unsafe in certain situations 
even though they do not really 
know why. 

 
e.g. Klausner may find a way to 
convince Mrs Saunders to think 
of a way where she and the 
roses can co-exist harmoniously 
in her garden. 
(This is just an example. You 
are free to come up with your 
own ideas to communicate the 
theme of belonging.) 
 
Learning Intention: Plan for a 
story that incorporates the 
theme of belonging. 
 
Success Criteria: 
- Use keywords to plan for 2-3 
scenes/paragraphs. 

 
- Think of events that may help 
the characters develop a sense 
of belonging (what challenge 
needs to be overcome before the 
characters are able to  develop a 
sense of belonging?). 

 
- Sequence events to 
communicate the chosen theme. 

Define each using a dictionary 
in your own words and then use 
them in sentences.. 
     
Use this link for ideas:  
https://sentence.yourdictionary. 
com  
   
 Speaking & Listening 
 
Thinker’s Keys: 
The Prediction Key 
   
Name 5 world wide industries 
that will probably not exist in 
20 years time. 
 
(e.g. video rental companies 
because they have been overrun 
by video streaming websites 
like Netflix) 
 
Record and post your response 
on Seesaw.  
    
   
  
   
  
    

Break Break Break Break Break Break 



 

 

 
Middle 

 
Public Holiday 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Complete - Maths Mentals 
 

Factors and Multiples 
 
Product is the answer when 
numbers are multiplied. 
For example: 7 x 3 = 21 
21 is the product. 
 
Multiple is the product of two 
factors. 
For example: 3 x 4 = 12 
12 is a multiple of 3. 
12 is a multiple of 4. 
 
Watch the following video to 
help refresh your memory: 
Multiples vs. Factors | What are 
Multiples and Factors? | Math 
with Mr. J - YouTube 
 
Complete the Multiples 
worksheet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Complete - Maths Mentals  
 
Log in to Mangahigh and 
complete the assigned activity. 
 
How Many Characters 
Challenge 
 
Watch the first video on the 
following link to learn about our 
mathematical problem: 
Stage 3 Thinking 
mathematically resource - How 
many characters challenge 
(google.com) 
 
Instructions: 
How many unique mini figs can 
we make for our $25? 
Use your  workbook to record 
your initial thinking. 
 
Once you’ve given it a go, 
watch the second video to see 
how you went! 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Complete - Maths Mentals 
 
Chance from Zero to One 
 
When we describe the 
likelihood of an event 
occurring, we can use a scale 
from 0 to 1. 
 

● Events that are certain 
to happen are given a 
probability of 1 

● Events that will never 
happen are given a 
probability of 0 

● Events that could 
happen are rated 
between 0 and 1 
 

 
 
Complete the Chance from Zero 
to One worksheet. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MATHEMATICS 
 

Log in to Mangahigh and 
complete the assigned activity. 

 
N&A Revision 
 
Use a FORMAL ALGORITHM 
to complete the following: 
 
Addition Revision: 
39859 + 43853 =  
46554 + 94824 = 
91830 + 47324 = 
94836 + 26492 = 
 
Subtraction Revision: 
93732 - 46382 = 
84722 - 37100 = 
60093 - 28453 = 
83080 - 73823 = 
 
Multiplication Revision: 
8732 x 32 =  
6482 x 48 = 
7201 x 43 = 
3091 x 28 = 
 
Division Revision: 
783 ÷ 9 = 
1015 ÷ 7 =  
1524 ÷ 6 = 
2920 ÷ 8 = 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qPfLkOEuYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qPfLkOEuYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qPfLkOEuYY
https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-3/targeted-teaching/how-many-unique-characters?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-3/targeted-teaching/how-many-unique-characters?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-3/targeted-teaching/how-many-unique-characters?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/education.nsw.gov.au/get-mathematical-stage-3/targeted-teaching/how-many-unique-characters?authuser=0


 

 

 
Public Holiday 

 

 
SPORT 

 
 Keeping active through 
 physical activity and sport has 
many benefits for the body.   

 
 Go outside and play a sport of 
your choice for at least 30 
minutes. 

 

 
DRAMA 

 
LI: To experiment with 
movement using finger 
puppets 
SC:  
- Create finger puppets out of 
paper. 
- Plan a puppet show using 
the planning worksheet. 
- Experiment with movement 
to bring puppet to life 
  
View welcome video:  
https://vimeo.com/422983718/1
740c0de4d 
 
Complete the performance 
planning for paper puppets 
worksheet. 
Base your puppet show off one 
of these story titles: 

-    A moment of 
kindness 

-    Friends meeting 
each other after a 
long break 

-    Recycling matters 
To create paper puppets view: 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=Vhz5WHr9d6E 
Record performance and upload 
onto Seesaw. 

 

 
SCIENCE 

Inquiry focus: What is an 
adaptation? 

Activity 5: Watch the video - 
Living things change 
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=xDSFlRunlrU 

What could happen to living 
things when the environment 
around them changes? Write a 
one paragraph response.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SPORT 

 
 Keeping active through 
 physical activity and sport has 
many benefits for the body.   

 
 Go outside and play a sport of 
your choice for at least 30 
minutes. 

https://vimeo.com/422983718/1740c0de4d
https://vimeo.com/422983718/1740c0de4d
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhz5WHr9d6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhz5WHr9d6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhz5WHr9d6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhz5WHr9d6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDSFlRunlrU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDSFlRunlrU


 

 

Break Break Break Break Break Break 

 
Afternoon 

 
Public Holiday 

 
 

 
SCIENCE 

Inquiry focus: What is an 
adaptation? 

Activity 1: Read the text – 
Living Things 
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/
article/living-thing/399971 

Summarise the text in 5 
sentences. 

Refer to the worksheet. 
Complete Activity 2, 3 and 4. 

 
HSIE - GEOGRAPHY 

Fire components 

LI: Students learn that fire 
needs three things to start and 
continue burning.  

SC: To prevent or control a 
fire, at least one of the 
components must be removed. 

Complete a brainstorm: What 
does a fire need to start? 
Exploring 
Use a recording device or hand 
write responses to the focus 
questions related to the Adult 
led demonstration. 
Adult led demonstration: 
Making and putting out fire 
Ask an adult to light a piece of 
paper with a match/lighter over 
a metal tray in a well-ventilated 
area (outside). Keep a bucket of 
water handy. Watch the paper 
ignite and burn on the tray. 
Finally the paper smoulders into 
ashes and the flame 
extinguishes itself. 
 Focus questions: 
How was the fire started? 
What happened when the match 
was removed? 
Why does the paper keep 
burning? 

 
DANCE 

 
 

Warm up-  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nj
9NA3flLoI  
 

Watch and follow along to the 
End of Year 5 Dance - Part 1. 
Practice until you have learnt all 
the movements. 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od
8nvlCMNgU&t=3s  

 
PERSONAL 

DEVELOPMENT/HEALTH 

 
Safety in Outdoor 

Environments 
 

Define the word ‘Risk’  
Write about five experiences in 
your life where you have taken 
a risk. Remember the risk 
doesn’t always have to involve 
danger, it could be moving 
schools.  
How did each risk make you 
feel and how did you feel after 
the change had happened?  
 
Watch the video and take notes. 
Upload your notes to Seesaw.  
 
https://tinyurl.com/rtee5mxs 
 
What were the videos' main 
messages? 
What is peer pressure?  
Have you ever been involved in 
peer pressure? What happened 
and how did you feel? Would 
you ever peer pressure 
someone? Why/why not?  
Make two videos of you 
involved in a risk and how you 
reacted. Upload these onto 
Seesaw  
 

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/living-thing/399971
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/living-thing/399971
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nj9NA3flLoI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nj9NA3flLoI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od8nvlCMNgU&t=3s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Od8nvlCMNgU&t=3s
https://tinyurl.com/rtee5mxs


 

 

In which direction did the flame 
move across the paper? 
Would the flame have moved 
differently across the paper if 
the breeze had been blowing in 
a different direction? 
What happened when there was 
no paper left to burn? 
What does fire need to burn? 

 Further investigations- what 
happen in these scenarios 
when: 
Part of the paper is wet. 

An overturned glass is placed 
over the flame as the paper is 
burning, 

Water is sprayed over the 
burning paper. 

 In each scenario,predict what 
will happen and then do the 
investigation ,observe and 
explain what happened. 

Write descriptions, take photos 
or draw 'before and after' 
pictures to explain: 
What happened to the paper?  
What does a fire need to start?  
How did the paper change? 
 

 

Make a video of you involved 
in a peer pressure situation. You 
could be the person creating the 
peer pressure or you could be 
feeling this. Upload your video 
onto Seesaw.  
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Week 1 Spelling  

1. starboard 

2. tabloid 

3. thigh 

4. various 

5. balance 

6. dauntless 

7. dialect 

8. vindicate 

9. ergonomic 

10. freight 

11. esoteric  

12. gregarious 

13. illegitimate 

14. intercede 

15. lacklustre 

16. exacerbate 

17. foible  

18. gratuitous 

19. impeccable 

20. incinerator 



MATHS MENTALS

Week 1 - Questions

Monday
1. 29 + 58 = ____

2. 61 - 50 = ____

3. 28 ÷ 4 = _____

4. 1 x 3 = ____

5. 12 ÷ 3 = _____

6. Round 3607 to the nearest hundred. _____

7. Write the largest number you can using: 2, 2, 4, 8, 7, 5. ______

8. Complete this counting pattern:
54, 61, 68, 75, _____, _____, _____

9. Complete this counting pattern:
77, 83, 89, 95, _____, _____, _____

10. What is the sum of 53, 24 and 13? ____

11. How much is 6m at $3 per metre? ____

12. 5 cents + $1.00 + 50 cents = ______

13. What is 1/11 of 55? _____

14. What is 1/2 of 660? _____

15. Write these decimals in ascending order: 0.55, 0.80, 0.70,
0.80 __________

16. Write these decimals in descending order: 0.52, 0.22, 0.16, 0.62
__________

17. 60 minutes = ______ hours

18. The length of a square's sides are 4cm. What is its area? _____

19. What type of angle is 103°? __________

20. Which circle has the highest chance of being
selected? Black or white? ______

Tuesday
1. 36 + 92 = ____

2. 54 - 43 = ____

3. 11 x 9 = ____

4. 20 ÷ 4 = _____

5. 21 ÷ 3 = _____

6. Round 88272.10 to the nearest whole number. _____

7. Round 71253.90 to the nearest whole number. _____

8. Complete this counting pattern:
70, 73, 76, 79, _____, _____, _____

9. Complete this counting pattern:
65, 70, 75, 80, _____, _____, _____

10. What is the sum of 33, 66 and 54? ____

11. What is the average of 9, 0 and 0? _____

12. What is the price after taking 50% off $11? _____

13. What is 1/11 of 99? _____

14. What is 1/9 of 45? _____

15. Write these decimals in ascending order: 0.14, 0.13, 0.32, 0.50
__________

16. Write these decimals in descending order: 0.76, 0.77, 0.23, 0.12
__________

17. What digital time does the clock show?
______

18. The length of a rectangle's sides are 9cm and 2cm. What is its
area? _____

19. Draw a line of symmetry on this oval:

20. Imagine these circles are in a bag. What is
the probability of pulling out a black circle?
_____



MATHS MENTALS

Week 1 - Questions

Wednesday
1. 31 + 77 = ____

2. 41 - 41 = ____

3. 42 ÷ 6 = _____

4. 4 x 5 = ____

5. 0 x 5 = ____

6. Round 56359.30 to the nearest whole number. _____

7. Write these numbers in ascending order: 53337, 37006, 7635,
57128, 14306, 49550. ____________________________

8. Complete this counting pattern:
48, 56, 64, 72, _____, _____, _____

9. Complete this counting pattern:
75, 79, 83, 87, _____, _____, _____

10. What is the sum of 94, 33 and 92? ____

11. Share 12 apricots between 4 children. _____

12. What is the price after taking 50% off $88? _____

13. What is 1/8 of 64? _____

14. What is 1/5 of 35? _____

15. Write these decimals in descending order: 0.43, 0.13, 0.88,
0.20 __________

16. Write these decimals in ascending order: 0.70, 0.56, 0.62,
0.20 __________

17. 120 hours = ______ days

18. The length of a rectangle's sides are 18cm and 19cm. What is its
perimeter? _____

19. What type of angle is this? __________

20. Imagine these stars are in a bag. What is
the probability of pulling out a white star?
_____

Thursday
1. 68 + 76 = ____

2. 78 - 14 = ____

3. 24 ÷ 3 = _____

4. 0 x 9 = ____

5. 3 x 3 = ____

6. Round 90448.50 to the nearest whole number. _____

7. Round 25642.30 to the nearest whole number. _____

8. Complete this counting pattern:
87, 95, 103, 111, _____, _____, _____

9. Complete this counting pattern:
43, 51, 59, 67, _____, _____, _____

10. What is the sum of 99 and 99? ____

11. Share $648 between 2 children. _____

12. What is the price after taking 50% off $73? _____

13. What is 1/11 of 132? _____

14. What is 1/9 of 81? _____

15. Write these decimals in ascending order: 0.27, 0.54, 0.59, 0.24
__________

16. Write these decimals in descending order: 0.58, 0.46, 0.98,
0.44 __________

17. 120 minutes = ______ hours

18. If a square has a perimeter of 376cm, what is the length of a
side? _____

19. What is the name of the 3D object this net
forms? _____________

20. Which circle has the highest chance of being
selected? Black or white? ______



Tuesday Mathematics 

Multiples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science Worksheet 
 
Living organisms can perform seven important life processes which define them as living things.  
 
Activity 2: Match these words to the correct meaning. 
movement 
respiration 
sensitivity 
nutrition 
excretion 
reproduction 
growth 

 All organisms need nutrients to survive 
The removal of waste products from the organism 
All organisms are constantly growing and changing 
The ability to make a copy or copies of itself 
The ability to change gases with the environment 
The ability to change location or position; to be active 
The ability to respond to the environment 

 
Activity 3: Sort these things under the correct headings. 
paper tree dog rock timber 
fish mushroom germs sand virus 
jellyfish ant daffodil seaweed pumpkin 
octopus snake plastic   

Living Once living Non-living 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
All living things have structural features and behavioural traits. Structural features relate to the 
plant or animal's anatomy. Behavioural traits relate to what the plant or animal does and how it 
acts. 
 
Activity 4: Research Task 
Choose one animal or one plant from the following list: 

Animals Plants 
Arctic fox 

Fennec fox 
Australian red fox 

Lemming 
Jerboa 

Field mouse 
Alaskan tree frog 

Australian desert tree frog 
Rainforest tree frog 

Tundra saxifrage 
Cactus 

Aucuba plant 
Snowy pine tree 

Boab tree 
Kapok 

In your book: 
1. Draw a picture of your animal or plant. 
2. Annotate your drawing with researched information about its structural and/or behavioural 
features. Be specific and descriptive! 
For example:  
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Thursday Mathematics 

Chance from Zero to One 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MILKSHAKES
S 

MILKSHAKES!
S 


